
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Press Release 
 
 
DLS of Sweden at AMICOM Leipzig 2010 
 
DLS of Sweden is known for continuously boosting ca r audio performance 
and to set new benchmarks. At AMICOM 2010 the newes t line-up of the Super 
Natural Sound will be introduced to the mobile worl d. 
 
DLS Reference RM6.2   

Sound matters! This new Reference speaker generation is the perfect system 
solution to those audiophiles who like play loud but don’t want to miss even the 
tiniest element of their music favorites. A powerful magnet system, crossovers with 
selectable tweeter level in four steps, aluminum cone and dual upper surround and 
the T25 silk dome tweeter - every bit of the new RM6.2 system is designed to play 
powerful but still with complete control and fantastic sound! 
 

 

Furthermore DLS will present their three - meantime  well known - 
champions of the “Nordic Sound Disciplines”: 
 
First: The EISA awarded SCANDINAVIA In-Car Speaker System  
A new range of Super Natural Sound-Milestones was introduced to the mobile audio 
world by these cutting edge speaker components: With the SCANDINAVIA  
competition line DLS of Sweden is providing a perfectly aligned speaker range 
delivering a true licence to win sound competitions and to bring great sound 
performance for audiophile listeners on the road. They come in three units for 
individual system building. All speakers are especially designed for sophisticated car 
audio enthusiasts and a perfect choice for competition use. Their outstandingly 
superb audio performance makes them a winner in every Pro installation. They 
deliver extreme audio performance, transparent and crystal-clear sound, great 
imaging and staging capabilities, high resolution and dynamics with plenty of micro 
details plus extremely low distortion. 
 
 



The DLS Nordica 6.2 
After the successful market conquest of the Scandinavia Speaker Components DLS 
introduced one more glowing example of a new super natural sound-generation 
from the DLS think tank! The DLS Nordica 6.2  speaker kit perfectly implements all 
requirements on great sound performance - regardless of music taste or listening 
preferences. Premium components, all perfectly aligned and assembled, add up to 
another DLS speaker system for great music experience on the road. The Nordica 
speakers are equipped with die cast basket for precise voice coil alignment. The 
midbass driver’s 1.5 Inch voice coil uses flat aluminum wire, allowing for maximum 
tightness and precise coil alignment under any application. The Nordica 6.2’s 

Kevlar cone is rubber surrounded which controls linearity. Its high-class 100 mm 
ferrite magnet system provides solid drive and high efficiency. The 28 mm tweeter 
plays up to 25 kHz. Thanks to its slide switch the tweeter level is adjustable in four 
steps. A separate filter box with high class components like ribbon air coils and 
polypropylene capacitors are rounding up this new audiophile car HiFi revolution 
from Sweden. 
 
DLS Gothia 6.2 and 6.3 
One more Sound-Breeze from the North: The Gothia  6.2 and 6.3 are DLS’ latest 

16,5 cm (6,5") component system upgrade holding some smart technical revolutions 
inside their well-designed chassis. Both speaker systems are designed for stability 
and dynamics, every speaker component is the result of tough minded design and 
engineering experience. They come with a solid die-cast basket and a cone body of 
carbon fibre. The magnet system is equipped with a new T-type T-yoke with 
integrated copper rings for improved cone control and lower distortion. A powerful 
ferrite magnet system and 1,5" voice coil, filter boxes with selectable tweeter level in 
four steps and only high class components are used as well as like ribbon air coils, a 
28 mm silk dome tweeter in metal housing with chamber and specially designed 
grilles.  
 

 

Come and listen... 
…to the DLS way to keep audiophiles happy on the road! An exciting listening demo 
is expecting you at the DLS booth at AMICOM 2010: The DLS Revolution Demo 
Cars from Finland are available for extensive and convincing listening sessions! 
Find out more at: www.dlsrevolution.com.   
 

 
About DLS of Sweden 
Established in 1979 DLS of Sweden is famous for continuously striving to improve 
car audio sound and setting new benchmarks. From the very beginning DLS 
designed and manufactured audiophile gear for music lovers. DLS amps and 
speakers won numerous awards and have been outstandingly successful in sound-
off championships worldwide. Meantime DLS also fills homes with good sound. 
 



To learn more about DLS and the exciting 
world of DLS Products  please visit www.dls.se 
or get in touch with the DLS press contact: 
info@dls.se.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DLS is upgrading the X-Program! 
 
 
X-Program X-A analogue amp series 
 

The X-A10, X-A20, X-A30  and X-A40 analogue amplifiers deliver great sound and huge 

power at a reasonable price. All new analogue amps of the X-Program are great looking 
beauties, mainly designed for those who celebrate the marriage between massive look, 
powerful sound and breathtaking performance on the road. 
X-A10 is an analogue mono amplifier giving out 300 RMS Watts at 2 ohm speaker load. It is 
primarily developed for subwoofers but is also a great team partner to power-load the whole 
frequency range from 20 Hz to 30 kHz. The X-A20 analogue stereo amplifier delivers 2 x 70 
RMS Watts at 2 ohm speaker output, the X-A30 supplies 2 ohm speakers with 2 x 70 RMS 
Watts on the stereo channels plus 1 x 180 Watt on a mono sub channel. The big babe of the 
X-A analogue amp range is the X-A40 which is feeding 2 ohm speakers with 4 x 70 RMS 
Watts.  
All amps are equipped with a variable low pass filter, a fixed 25 Hz sub sonic filter and a 3-
position high pass filter. Thanks to their high-level input with automatic start function you can 
forget the line- and remote wires. For some extra cooling X-A10 have a built-in fan.  
 
 

 

X-Program X-WE 10  and  X-WE12 Woofers 
 

Too sexy to hide:  Those terrific looking red devils can really do something to hellfire-up a 
sound system and to impress friends as well as rivals. The 10 Inch X-WE 10  and the 12 
Inch  X-WE12 are the new subwoofers of the X-program, all made for vented enclosures. 

They are a perfect tool for a journey deep into bass like never heard or felt before! Both 
come with sturdy cast baskets and strong paper cones ready for high volumes and a punchy 
bass. Their 3” aluminum voice coil ensures superior power handling capacity and enables 
them play really, really loud with full control. All new X-Woofers are shipped with port kit and 
a hot looking red grille.  



 
To learn more about DLS and the exciting world of the X-Program please visit 

www.xprogram.com or get in touch with the press contact: info@dls.se.  

 


